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Abstract
We introduce the concept of “abstract” security patterns that deal with abstract security mechanisms, rather than concrete implementations. We also show an organization of abstract security patterns and concrete ones into hierarchies.

1. Introduction
We can think of building a software system as solving a problem. In the analysis stage of the development, we are trying to make the problem precise; we are not concerned with software aspects such as implementation and platform. From a security point of view, we only want to indicate which specific security mechanisms are needed, not their implementation. Therefore we need at this stage a set of patterns that defines abstract security mechanisms. These patterns should specify only the fundamental characteristics of the mechanism or service, not specific software aspects. Most works on security patterns [Sch06, Ste05] emphasize concrete patterns that solve security problems at given architectural levels or units, e.g., secure VAS in operating systems [Fer03a]. In fact, we have not seen any work where this abstraction level is explicitly considered.

We present here the concept of abstract security patterns based on the considerations above and we show some examples. The common context of all abstract security patterns is the problem space. We relate them to each other using pattern diagrams based on the problem space. We also relate them to architectural (software oriented) security patterns.

Some of these patterns correspond to basic security mechanisms, e.g., Access control (such as Authorization), Security Logger, and Authenticator. Others specify more detailed aspects, e.g., Access Control/Authorization models include the Access Matrix, Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), Multilevel Security, and Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) models.

They should not be confused with patterns that describe basic security principles, e.g., Single-Point-of-Access [Yod97]. Abstract security patterns correspond to mechanisms or services, not principles.

2. Abstract patterns
Figure 1 is a pattern diagram [Sch06] consisting of eight security patterns and relations among them to show how abstract patterns are related to other patterns. Pattern Credential represents some aspect of a conceptual model, and the basic security services are described by patterns Authenticator [Fer02], Authorization [Fer01, Sch06] and Security Logger. [Ste05].

Figure 1. Basic security services

While the abstract security patterns exist for these services, we need to revisit them to emphasize their fundamental properties. Credential provides secure means of recording authentication and authorization information for use in domains where we are not known. Moreover in Figure 1, the following security patterns deal with more concrete solutions for the same purpose of Authorization (i.e., controlling accesses):

- **Access Matrix.** Assign rights to individual subjects, e.g., users.
- **Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)** [Sch06]. How do we assign rights to people based on their functions or tasks? Assign people to roles and give rights to these roles so they can perform their tasks.
- **Multilevel Security** [Fer01, Sch06]
- **Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC)** [Pri04]. Allow access to resources based on the attributes of the subjects and the properties of the objects.

In the figure, we represented these specialization relations as generalization-specialization relationships in the form of UML-like class diagram. We will introduce such relations in detail in the next section.
3. Use of abstract patterns
Possible uses for these patterns include:

- Guide the search for new patterns. An abstract pattern defines a range of patterns and one can see if corresponding patterns exist at the lower levels. Moreover such relations might form a pattern language.
- Serve as abstract prototypes for similar concrete patterns. Starting from an abstract pattern it is easy to see what happens at a specific architectural level.
- Serve as ways to connect and relate different sets of patterns. For example, a Communication Channel can use Intrusion Detection.

We can make generalization hierarchies with patterns [Was08] and define patterns that are more and more concrete. For example, starting from a Communication Channel pattern, a Secure Channel denotes a channel where some security measure has been applied.

These patterns are the roots of pattern hierarchies where each lower level is a pattern specialized for some specific context. That is, the context is one of the main determinants of the difference of a pattern with another. The context defines the environment where the pattern applies. In general, the context of a lower-level pattern includes the context of its ancestors: Ci ⊆ Cj, where i < j in the hierarchy, where “Cx” denotes the context of a pattern “x”. For example, the context of an abstract Credential applies to any distributed domain while the context of an X.509 certificate applies only to distributed systems that follow this standard.

The reverse is true about forces and consequences, the forces in a concrete pattern include what is in the abstract pattern plus new forces (and their consequences) due to the more specific environment. Their threats are specific versions of the abstract pattern threats.

We can draw pattern hierarchies showing several levels in one diagram as in Figure 2. Alternatively, we can draw separate graphs for each level. The first type is useful when we want to correlate patterns at different abstraction levels or we want to understand or explain a complete system. The second type is better when we are working at a specific level, e.g., designing an operating system [Fer03a, Fer03b].

4. Conclusion
We have introduced the concept of abstract security pattern and shown that it has several advantages, including providing insight into the nature of security patterns. Future work includes generalizing these ideas to other types of patterns.
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